
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 

HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – MAY & JUNE 2020 

**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 

DURING MAY & JUNE 2020 

 

1. Brief of the accident (Derailment): On 05.05.20 at 12.45 hrs at KZJ marshalling yard, of SC 

division, while shunting 8 BEN wagons + 13418 loco from M3 to M2 line for placement via point 

no.25 & 24 NI point and further Point no.22 interlocked point, movement taken towards SC end 

from M3 line. While backing onto M2 line 5th wagon from loco ECOR 311206/46892 front trolley 

travelled on M4 and got derailed. No obstruction to through traffic.                                     

Cause of the Accident:  Point No. 24 not set in favour of the movement resulted trail through. 

point No. 24 and backing over the same. 

Responsibility:  

Primary:. Sri. Md.Umar, Shunting Master/KZJ and Sri. B.Shanker, PM/KZJ for not correct 

setting of point no. 24 NI  

Secondary: Sri. B.Srinivasa Rao, Sr.shunter/KZJ for ot ensuring the correct setting of point 

No.24 and performed shunting by seeing shunt signal ahead of Point No.24 which is not 

protecting Point No.24 

 

2. Brief of the accident (Derailment): On 07.05.20 at  FCI Private siding CHZ Station of SC 

division, 42 BCN wagons placed at FCI/CHZ siding at 02.30 hrs for loading of rice on line 3 & 6. 

Loading completed at 15.00 hrs. At 15.50 hr5s siding hamalis hand shunted one BCNL wagon 

on Line no.3 which was rolled down and derailed at manual trap point no 5 by one trolley 3 

wheels.                                        

Cause of the Accident: Siding loading labour hand shunting the wagon to clear the lorry path 

without securing wagon by wedges/skids leading to rolling down and derailment on open cut 

point. 

Responsibility: FCI siding/CHZ authorities. 

 

3. Brief of the accident (Un usual incident): On 08.05.2020 at 05.22 hrs between Badnapur - 

Karmad stations  of NED division While T. No. PNV/BTPNE Goods run  an unusual incident 

occurred in which few persons were run over by the train. 

Cause of the Accident: Negligence of persons reportedly sleeping on the railway track.(Error in 

working by public near Railway line) 

Responsibility: No staff 

4. Brief of the accident (Derailment): On 11.05.2020 at 15.55 hrs at Purna yard  of NED division, 

while performing shunting of Diesel Multi Light Engine (11134+11340) from Platform No.4 to 

shunting neck-2, leading Loco No. 13134/WDG3A/PA  derailed at Point No. 41B..  

Cause of the Accident: Shunter failed to work from leading loco towards the direction of traffic 

and he has poor knowledge of PAU yard. He could not judge the distance before the dead end 

where he had to stop. 

Responsibility:  

Primary:. Sri. Mahesh Kumar, Sr.ALP/PAU 

Secondary : NIL 



Blameworthy: Sri. C.Jilani Basha, CLI/PAU 

Matters brought to light: Hindi and “English version of SWR were supplied before 

commissioning of coupling and kept in Dy.SS office for use of all staff. Shunter is working in 

PAU yard since last 6 months without going through SWR. And without proper understanding 

lay out and his nominated CLI did not ensure it. 

 

5. Brief of the accident (Derailment): On 16.05.2020 at 15.55 hrs at Purna yard  of NED division, 

After taking over charge by LP of MU LE NO.13039+14566 from ART line , moved Loco towards 

PBN end without ensuring shunt signal (SH-64) aspect and caused the derailment of  front 

trolley of leading Loco No. 13039/WDG3A/PA at  Point No. 41B.and travelled at approximately 

28.7 meters from shunt signal.. 

Cause of the Accident: LP failed to observe shunt signal and passed shunt signal at ‘ON’. 

Responsibility:  

Primary:. Sri. Vinary Krishna Singh, GLP/AWB & Sri. Minesh Kumar Mahto, Sr, ALP/AWB 

 

6. Brief of the accident (Derailment): On 23.05.2020 at Vanganuru station of GTL division, while 

DSL Couple LE was being attached to the stable stock of Steel/City BOST, empty wagon next to 

Train engine derailed..  

Cause of the Accident: LP presumed that there is distance between loco and the formation 

and gave bump before attaching to the formation. LP done shunting from trailing Cab. 

Responsibility:  

Primary:. Sri. Jaya Ramudu, LP/GY and Sri. Y.P.R.Prasad Sr.ALP/GY 

Secondary : Sri. Mukesh Mallik, Pointsman/VRN 

Blameworthy: Sri. T. Jayaramulu/Goods Guard/GY 

 

7. Brief of the accident (Derailment): On 23.05.2020 at Nagireddipalli of GNT division, a 

power/traffic block was permitted with a Tower Car at NRDP yard from 15.00 hrs to 16.00 hrs.  

while giving movement to Tower Car from Track machine siding to second loop. Tower car 

derailed at Point No.14A. 

Cause of the Accident: Tower Car driver had driven from rear cabin and passed without any 

PHS from pointsman and did not observe the condition of Point No.14A which was in open 

position, 

Responsibility:  

Primary:. Sri. T. Krishna Kishore, LP/G 

Secondary : NIL 

Blameworthy 

1. Sri. K. Narendra, SM/NRDP 

2. Sri. B. Anwar Sing, SSE/TRD/MRGA 

8. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 01.06.2020 at about 20.05 hrs. at KTPS/BDCR siding of 

SC division,  while pushing back for unloading the formation at tippler, one wagon derailed by 

leading trolley all wheels at hand operated point no.32. No obstruction to through traffic. 

Cause of the accident: Improper setting and clamping of Point No. 32 by Siding authorities. 

Responsibility: KTPS/GLE siding authorities 

  

9. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 02.06.2020 at about 18.45 hrs. at RJY yard of BZA 

division, while Steel City BFNS E goods with 43 BFNS and 01 BV rolling into Rd.5, 29th from TE 

leading trolley and 36th from TE leading trolley derailed at RJY/Yard. No obstruction to through 

traffic. 



 

Cause of the accident: combination of defects such as deviation in parameters of Roling stock 

and Permanent way. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: NIL 

Secondary: 

1. Concerned staff art ROH depot, TAA/CKP division /SER 

2. Sri. N. Venugopal, Track Maintainer-I, Mate Unit No:1 under SSE/P.Way/RJY 

 

10. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 07.06.2020 at about 04.50 hrs. at CSR/MUGUR private 

siding of SC division, Train No. Godavari 60 BOBR rake supplied to CSR/MUGR at 23.00 hrs on 

06.06.20. Loading started at 00.50 hrs on 07.6.20 on Line No.1. While loading BOBR rake, 57th 

wagon from TE all wheels derailed under 1st line loading bunker. No obstruction to through 

traffic. 

Cause of the accident:  Coal heap on the track under the coal loading Bunker which obstructed 

the wheel movement. 

Responsibility: KCHP/SCCL authorities. 

 

11. Brief of the accident (Derailment): On 21.06.2020 at 02.30 hrs at SAIN/NPL Private Siding, of 

SC division, Train No. CMCN arrived at NPL on R&D line (RD-5) at 23.15 hrs on 19.06.20.  The 

train was stabled at SAIN siding at 00.40 hrs. on 20.06.20, due to another rake unloading at 

CMCN siding. After clearing of first rake from SAIN siding to CMCN siding during forward 

movement, 3 BLC wagons  35th , 36th  and 37th  derailed. 

Cause of the accident: Responsibility: Track defect  

Responsibility: SAIN/NPL siding authorities 

. 

12. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 25.06.2020 at about 00.15 hrs. between SDM and TSR 

stations of BZA division, While T. No. HPOB/BTPN Goods on run between SDM-TNR stations, 5 

wagons 44th to 48th from TE derailed and 3 wagons capsized and caught fire on UP Line. Fire 

was put off by fire brigade at 03.20 Hrs. 

Cause of the accident: Slippage of the side slope of the LH side embankment of the UP line 

and caving in of the side slopes and formation for a length of 25.0 m at Km. 277/25-23. 

Responsibility: RVNL 

 

13. Brief of the accident (Derailment): On 26.06.2020 at 19.15 hrs at KOLR yard of SC division,  

while pushing back BOBYN E rake from new laid 3rd line to up loop line 4th wagon rear trolley 2 

wheels and 5th wagons all wheels from BV derailed on 3rd line. No obstruction to through traffic. 

Cause of the Accident: Track defect abnormal variation in versine at 02 locations on 3rd line 

track. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Engineering department 

 

14. Brief of the accident (Derailment): On 27.06.2020 at 10.20 hrs at MBCY /YA Pvt. Siding of 

GTL division, while CLE 152752+70621/WDG4/KZJ coming from MBCY to YA station at KM No. 

BCCL/1/21 Unmanned LC gate No.3 of siding, one car was hit by the loco and stopped. 

Seriously  injured to 2 person. Both of them taken to private hospital. 



.Cause of the Accident:. Failure of siding authorities to ensure road signing boards, speed 

breakers and concrete between road and approach of LC. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: MBCY siding authorities 

Secondary:  

1. Sri. Samir Kumar Dwivedi, LP/GOODS/GY 

2. Sri. B. Madhu Mahesh, Sr. Goods Guard/GY 

3. Sri. D. Venkata sai kiran, ALP/GY 

Blameworthy 

1. Sri. Mahesh Ravidas, DY.SS/YA 

2. Sri. A.G Sreepathi, CLI/GY 

3. Sri.  D. Narasimha Reddy, TI/HX. 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
SWR/BDCR No.654; Date of issue: 16.01.2015, Brought in to force: 07.02.2015, SWR Diagram 

No.IPU.0120C/Alt.3, Amendment Slip No.3 issued on 05.12.2019 for relocation of signals 

No.S1/1A, S1D & S 25.  Staff assurance has not been obtained for Amendment Slip No.3 in the 

assurance register. Page replacement for Amendment Slip No.3 has not been done, need to be 

replaced. 

SWR of BDCR is due for renewal from 16.01.2020; it is advised to renew the same   

immediately. 

The CSRs on Panel and SWR/BDCR need to be updated with its actual length. The CSRs 

mentioned in SWR of BDCR not tallying with the panel. 

There is no practice of issuing fit/safety certificate during material train and tower car working. 

This has to be ensured as per S.R.15.06.11.1 of G&SR. 

Staff Assurance Register for Amendment Slip to Rule books: The acknowledgement 

register of staff for  Amendment Slip issued to G&SR, Accident Manual, Block Working Manual 

and WTT are not maintained properly. Separate portions shall be maintained for each rule book 

in the register as per the  Amendment Slip No.22 of G&SR-2008. 

Stabled Stock Register 

a. Coaching rakes are being stabled on Pit line. 

b. While giving placement of the rakes T/431 memo is written. Perused T/431 and noticed stock 

particulars of rolling stock were not written on the record copy of the TXR advice.PN is 

exchanged with SCOR after stabling the rake.  

c. P.N is not exchanged with Cabin ASM as per G&SR 5.19 

d. Para No.7 of SWR is not clarifying the responsibilities for securing of vehicles 

Safety literature maintenance is not proper. To be corrected. 

Procedure given in the S.R. 4.25.4 Running of goods trains without guard is not being followed. 

 

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 

Road No.2, track structure is 60kg rails with free rails, 1.0M fish plates provided with 3 bolts 

against 6 bolts. SEJs are provided on either end of the track. This track is neither LWR nor 

SWR. All fish plate joints need to be welded and track may be converted as LWR. 

Point No.30KLA, 1 in 81/2, 60kg rails, hand operated point Gauge – tie- plate is not provided / 

missing. 

.   

 



Point No.23A – LH & RH tongue rails having knife edge / worn-out condition. 1in 12, 60kg 

rails/sleepers laid in 2004 year in 2.00 curve. Need to be reconditioned / replaced on priority. 

GR pads missing on approach sleepers. Gauge-tie-plate, machine portion & sleeper portion is 

welded-not properly matched. Squaring of tongue rail is 20mm.’U’ earth bond between stock & 

tongue on LH side is missing/not provided. 

SEJs at KM 53/16-18 on both main line & loop lines LWR/SEJ particular boards are not 

provided. 

Major Steel Girder Bridge No.65(6x18.30M) on Murrer river at KM 57/8-11 between BDCR-

MUGR stations: 

Gauge varying N to -5mm. Cross level varying 4RL to 10LL. Needs attention at isolated 

locations. 

HFL (1986) & DL are marked at prescribed locations. 

Track structure is 60kg rails with free rail joints provided 1.0M fish plate with 6 bolts. Fish plate 

joints gaps are uneven / jammed (LH side 0, 4mm,1mm, 8mm, 9mm & 5mm. RH side 0, 2mm, 

7mm, 1mm, 1mm & 0 respectively). It is advised to make as SWP (2 rail panel). 

Channel Sleepers spacing to be attended. 

Joggled fish plate with clamps or two far end bolts on good AT welds shall be provided on both 

approaches up to 100m.(para 277(7) of IRPWM).. 

Footway / walk way chequered plates are fully corroded including bolts/rivets. Needs to be 

replaced. 

Alignments on bridge proper at isolated locations need to be attended. Alignment retainers to 

be provided on bridge proper. 

Abutment on BDCR-A1(Down stream side), RH side earth eroded and pitching stones also 

washed out. Guide bund & toe wall to be rebuilt and pitching to be done on priority. 

MUGR end-A2-RH side abutment coping wall / ballast retaining wall is damaged / cracked due 

to stem at the end of abutment. Embankment widths also need to be ensured on approaches of 

this bridge and maintain cess width from 90cm up to 100cm.   

SEJ on BDCR end – LWR/SEJ particulars display board not provided. 

Trolley refuge-1 & Man refuge-2 Nos, floor plates are corroded fully. Needs to be replaced. 

Unused location box on BDCR end, to be removed. 

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T  Department:; 

S&T 

Track circuit maintenance record is to be updated once in three months duly 

calculating all parameters such as earth resistance and ballast resistance. 

Infringement register is not updated since 2016.It  has to be updated. 

Joint Inspection of Track Circuits done by SSE/P.Way & SSE/Sig. 4 th Qtr. done on 

07.12.2019.Two deficiencies are recorded.  ADEN/DKJ inspected on 08.01.2020

and advised  SSE/P.Way/BDCR to comply the work early. Again 1st quarter done on 

04.03.2020. The deficiencies of 4th quarter in 2019 were carrying forward, not yet attended.

 More than 3 months over. Importance to be given to comply the deficiencies of Joint 

Inspections. 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 

*More than 14cases are more during the months January& February2020 

Out of HQs more than 72 hours during the month January one case & February two cases are 

recorded. As per as possible more than 72 hours cases should be maintained zero. 

PDD:- 

a) On 29.02.2020, Train no. SPSG, PDD is 04 hrs.35min. 



b) On 13.02.2020 Train no. BTPK,.PDD is 04hrs.45min 

 

This is highly objectionable, unnecessary wasting of crew. Divisional authorities should 

concentrate to avoid PDD.  Loco department should co-ordinate with operating department and 

minimize PDD. 

Signal defect:- on 23.01.2020,LP of BOX’N’ made a remark that CMW station Distant signal not  

clear  due to obstructing of tree branches DKJ-MUGR section ,but in the feedback stated that  

“Informed to SSE/P. Way.”.This is not correct .After rectification of defect only feedback should 

be given. 

There is huge vacancy in Guards category. Out of sanctioned strength of 73, only 39 are 

available.  This needs to be filled up at the earliest to avoid trains running without Guard. 

There is frequent failure of CMS network connectivity, about 12 to 15 times in a month. 

Maximum failure being for 2 hrs and on an average 30 minutes. FOIS and CRIS to resolve the 

issue. 

As per the crew links issued by the division for BDCR depot, Mail/Exp link is of 2 men and 

passenger link of 8 men. However, there is no sanctioned post for Mail/Exp and in passenger 

link only 9 posts are sanctioned as against requirement of 14 posts. Therefore either link to be 

modified or crew to be posted at BDCR. 

5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 

INSPECTION OF ROAD MOBILE ACCIDENT RELIEF VAN(RMARV) 

There is no Jurisdiction specified for this RMARV. 

All modern Gauges which are useful for measurements during derailments are to be 

procured separately for RMARV 

A Ladder was manufactured which can be put inside the end body chasis of RMARV  with 

in-house resources which is in zig-zag fashion and not comfortable . It is felt that ladder 

usable of standard may be procured/manufactured for safe and comfort of C&W staff. 

At Present RMARV  is run by Helper of C&W who is having Heavy Vehicle licence . Driver 

particularly Is to be selected for driving this vehicle as it is very important . This is supposed 

to reach to the accident site within the least possible time An expert driver is to be selected 

for this on top priority in view of safety. 

No proper seating arrangements to sit during RI/RO Examination. Concrete seating 

arrangements on either side will make comfortable seating for C&W staff. 

INSPECTION OF C&W ACTIVITIES AT KTPS 

Concrete path way in the KTPS yard where C&W staff  need to move for checking freight 

train was completely filled with Coal heaps. These are to be removed. 

For Tippler ‘B” VII stage, Rubber pads are damaged. Damages rubber pads  are to be 

replaced periodically . Wagon may lose Grip while tilting the wagon on tippler  on account of 

this. 

For Wagon Tippler for V and VI stage “Wagon Holding Arm Rubber pads” were damaged 

badly. Needs replacement .As these play vital role for holding the wagon during tippling. 

In the Yard it seems  , some wagons were found with Coal Heaps and appears to be near to 

OHE wire. For every  wagon before going outside this  gap is to be ensured  in view of 

safety. 

There were 13 Sick wagons lying in the KTPS yard for Various repairs from 2/11/2019, 

which need to be attended in the BDCR sick line. A memo was served to move the same to 

BDCR C&W sick line for making them fit after attention. But no movement from Operating 

dept has given since Nov 2019.   



At times during loading also they are not un coupling the Air hoses manually, air hose is 

getting separated on its own when wagon was uncoupled with  CBC operating lever and 

pushed to the tippler. This will damage the Air hose palm end, air hose and at times Cut of 

angle cock (as unit will come out). Remarkable damages were noticed on account of this 

practice. As this is a serious matter, KTPS authorities are to be advised strictly on this. 

During inspection by Railway authorities along with KTPS authorities Track inspection register 

was not found in the office of A.E.(KTPS) who is taking care of Track. Track fitness certificate 

was issued by SSE/P.Way/BDCR S.C.Rly  on 31.01.2020, in which the followings items were 

given which are to be attended by KTPS authorities. 

A. All ST sleeper layout points to be replaced with PSC fan shape layout. 

B. In marshalling Yard line no.7&8 coal to be cleared on Track at isolation locations. 

C. Empty line proper drainage arrangement and Deep Screening to be required. 

D. As there is no Register available in the AE office of KTPS, hence unable to verify whether. 

the same were attended by KTPS or not  

 

 

 

*** 

  



 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION …….. 

LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS/GUARDS 

S.R.514.6. Shunting of wagons containing explosives shall not be carried out except 
under the superintendence of an official not lower than Station Master who shall ensure 
that during shunting operations – 
(a) Wagons containing explosives shall be separated from Elec/Diesel locomotive by a 
minimum number of one wagon not containing explosives or other dangerous goods or 
articles of inflammable nature. 
(b) The speed of all movements does not exceed 8 KMPH, and 

(c) No rough, hump, fly or loose shunting takes place. 

ATTENTION …….. S&T staff   

Appendix XI, II-6-ii. I- Do’s for S&T staff. 
3. a) Take current and voltage readings of the point machines periodically. 
b) Obstruction test should be carried out on the points regularly. Also disengaging of 
the clutch during the obstruction test should be verified. 
c) Track locking should be verified on the point machines. The operating time of the point 

machines should also be checked. 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering   

S.R. 15.17.3: Special precautions when water level rises:— 
The following precautions shall be observed, in each case trains being stopped dead 
and  allowed to proceed at a speed not exceeding 8 KMPH. 
3.1. If water rises over the ballast level but is below rail level, the track should be 
walked over by two men abreast one at either end of the sleepers before each train 
and only if the track has not been disturbed, should the train be allowed over the track. 
3.2. When water overtops the rail, the PWI should certify by walking over and probing 
that the track is safe. 
3.3. Message shall be sent by the PWI to the AEN and DEN when water rises above 
ballast level and again when it subsides. This should be followed up with special 
reports. 
3.4. Records of all such occurrences should be entered in the PWIs section register 

ATTENTION …….. 

STATION MASTERS 

5.05. Report of neglect of duty.— 
The Station Master shall report, without delay, to his superior, all neglect of 

duty on the part of any railway servant who is under his orders. 


